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PAIR OF FRENCH 1940S COPPER AND GLASS LANTERNS WITH VERDIGRIS
PATINA, USA WIRED

$3,995
A pair of French octagonal copper lanterns from circa 1940 with foliage motifs and glass panels. Illuminate your home with the
timeless charm of this pair of French octagonal copper lanterns from circa 1940, a duo that masterfully blends the allure of aged

metal with the elegance of classic design. These lanterns, adorned with foliage motifs and glass panels under gadrooned
canopies, are a testament to the craftsmanship and aesthetic sensibilities of their time. The lanterns' octagonal shape provides a

dynamic and visually captivating structure, with each of the eight sides featuring glass panels set within a copper frame. The
panels allow for a soft diffusion of light, creating a warm and inviting ambiance. The copper frames, with their foliage motifs,
evoke the beauty of nature, adding a layer of intricate detail and artistry. The gadrooned canopies atop the lanterns lend an
added touch of elegance, their rounded, fluted design reminiscent of classical architecture. The lanterns' nicely weathered

patina tells a story of age and endurance, adding character and authenticity to each piece. Professionally wired for the USA,
these lanterns combine historical beauty with modern functionality. In a contemporary home, these copper lanterns can be

used to enhance an entryway, porch, or covered outdoor living space, offering not only a source of light but also a decorative
statement. Their historical charm and exquisite detailing make them a captivating addition to any space, infusing it with the

timeless elegance and warm glow of French craftsmanship.

Height: 19 in (48.26 cm)

Width: 9 in (22.86 cm)

Depth: 9 in (22.86 cm)

SKU: A 4207
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